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Easy, comforting slow cooker recipes from the experts in Diabetic Living Diabetic Living
magazine may be the most trusted source of information about nutrition and wellbeing for
diabetics.? Every one of these quality recipes combines delicious tastes with healthy amounts
of calories, carbs, and sodium.? Full nutrition information for each one makes sure you are
getting the kind of nutrition you need, while an introductory section includes helpful advice
and ideas on obtaining the most out of your slow cooker.? soups, stews, and chilies; party
foods; desserts; chapter that enables you to prepare something great you can use in three
deliciously different mealsFor simple, no-mess recipes that enable you to enjoy
mouthwatering meals while handling your diabetes, look no further than this one-of-a-kind
cookbook. These comforting foods cover almost any occasion, from party foods to pastas, and
even scorching sandwiches like a Classic French dip.?Make Once, Eat Thrice? Features 150
quality recipes with a beautiful full-color photograph of eachIncludes chapters on primary
dishes; In this brand-new collection, the editors of the magazine present 150 flavorful, no-fuss
recipes for the gradual cooker. and moreSaves time and money with a special ?
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Great book I'm a diabetic using an exchanges diet to lose weight and control my Glucose. I
could freeze surplus portions for afterwards. We particularly just like the brisket and pulled
pork. I've seen numerous diabetic cookbooks that don't offer you everything you want. By the
way, someone mentioned there are no serving sizes detailed. Every recipe DOES present
portion sizes. The nutritional values are usually close to the bottom level of the web page, and
the portion sizes are generally near the the very best of the web page. When I got to meet
with a nutritionist, I showed her this book. I can't stand the very thought of a piece of dry
Chicken and a serving of Vegetables on my plate every night. When we get home, viola,
dinner is done! But especially those like me, that can't bid farewell to specific foods.e. That's
alright with me. I measure everything out, and freeze the extra portions individually for later.
Didn’t look after the book. Cooking Much better than advertised great meals NOt tasty This
book has poor recipes not tasty at all. The exchanges they list aren't always accurate. I've
noticed them list 28 grams of Carb as 1 carb exchange (that's nearly 2 exchanges) and 10
grams of body fat as 1 exchange (it's 2. Have not really got into it however but seems such as a
fair bookWish it experienced more information as to why one food ought to be eaten or
another avoided and just why . The grams are listed, so I take that under consideration at
mealtime, or adapt the recipe in advance to compensate. I was going to give it 4 celebrities
because of that, but since all the info is there, I went with 5. Caution If you are looking for slow
cooking recipes . My wife who isn't diabetic loves the dinners that book allows also. Great
Recipes!.!! I work nights so I make use of my crock pot a whole lot. I ordered this publication
when I was first diagnosed.What I really like about this book is that it's full of comfort food
recipes, which have been reworked to match our diets. This reserve is a wonderful help. The
greatest thing is that it reduces the carbs count for each recipe. Also the food still taste great.
Highly recommend! When my hubby was identified as having diabetes, we made a concerted
effort to change our diet. Love it! Program, the second time I make the recipe I really do tweak
the ingrediants just a little (i. Thankfully, we discovered this cookbook. We'd been using the
Diabetes Meals by the Plate cookbook, which can be really great, but can be a bit time
consuming with prep and cooking times. The Diabetic Gradual Cooker recipes are the perfect
answer for when we just can't commit the time to meal preparation: most of the recipes take a
short timeframe to prep and cook while we are at work. Thus giving you everything from Pot
Roast to Meatball sandwiches. The meal, the nutritional figures and exchanges. We've only
discovered one recipe that was a miss, which is normally very good considering we've
protected an excellent third of the publication up to now. He has since lost 50 pounds and is
maintaining a wholesome blood sugar.! Like the variety in foods. Five Stars will get again.! By
using my slow cooker which cookbook--I can eat such as a normal person. So Far I REALLY
LIKE The Recipes I was recently diagnosed seeing that a sort II diabetic two years ago, a few
months after learning I have quite a few food allergies (a whole lot of fruits and tree nuts). I've
been struggling finding what to eat that was "healthful" then one that wouldn't send me to a
healthcare facility simultaneously. I purchased this publication, along with the other
publication from the same publisher, and I've been enjoying the dishes. The biggest part of his
success is because of diet, but it could be cumbersome to count carbs when cooking food at
home in fact it is easy to get in a cooking food rut. The recipes almost always make 4 or even
more servings. add a bit more of the or use much less of that). One of my favorite recipes in
this cookbook may be the Turkey Tortellini Soup. Very helpful in staying on diabetic regimen.
Either way, it was amazing. Slow cooker this book is nice. I've also made the Mediterrainian
Chuck Roast for Easter 2015, and it had been popular! My grandmother, also Type II, treasured



it. I'm happy I purchased this book.I would suggest this to anyone, diabetic or not... Caution If
you are searching for just slow cooking quality recipes this book isn't for you Not absolutely all
recipes in this reserve are slow cooker dishes Some are for skillet cooking food and others are
for oven cooking Good Cook Book Easy and delicious recipes.! Though, when I initial made it I
did so not find turkey breast so had to make use of chicken. This book provided me everything
I needed. My mother (who is generally skeptical about diabetic food) even enjoyed it. I wanted
to make use of for a lower carb diet .) However, anyone who is following exchanges has to
know how many grams makes up a serving.A few of the foods listed I was told should not be
eaten, but i see they are here and I have and carry out eat themSo a bit more of why or why
not information could have been nice.One caveat though. I wasted my money. Even reheated,
these recipes flavor better than any Lean cuisine or similar frozen supper I've ever had.
Ingredients that we do not like Lots of photos and many vegetarian option dishes. Large
variety of dishes to try Exactly what I needed!! This book is perfect for me. I make my lunches,
a few week's worth beforehand and freeze them, to try work every day. These foods are easy
and so many different foods. Diabetes sucks. She is now preparing in recommending it to
others clients. Five Stars Very easy! Two Stars Not recipes I would usually try out. Great
assortment of recipes, but ony a few deserts.
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